
Case study

Enhanced Dealer Pe�ormance, 
Higher Sales for US-based Luxury 
Automobile Manufacturer



While being a very established brand in the luxury automobile industry, our client 

wanted to further grow and expand its market share in North America. However, the 

company’s dealer operations had limited visibility into dealer effectiveness. They were 

also limited in the ability to mine and institutionalize improvement protocols to 

increase dealer sell-through due to heavy outdated and manual-intensive processes. 

 

The client needed a solution that provided real-time visibility into the dealer’s book of 

business while enabling the development, execution, and measurement of business 

plan effectiveness for regional field sales teams. 

Our client is an automotive manufacturer 

of a progressive line of innovative luxury 

vehicles in North America. 



LTIMindtree conducted a series of design thinking 

workshops to elicit critical capabilities and experiences 

required to support organizational growth ambitions. 

The new application enabled and empowered field sales 

teams. It combined operational data, dealer planning, 

schedules, and activity management. This information 

was harmonized with the dealer performance and 

forecast data.

The solution created a dealer scorecard. All 

dealer-centric KPIs were real-time and provided 

recommendations and guidance to support business 

development activities. It generated a holistic view of 

the business, as well as capabilities for individual and 

team performance management for field operations. 

The field teams can now collaborate directly with the 

dealers on the mobile devices and provide guidance 

and improvement suggestions to support increase in 

dealer sales.

LTIMindtree Solu�on



LTIMindtree Limited is a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited

LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across industries to 
reimagine business models, accelerate innovation, and maximize growth by harnessing digital technologies. As a digital 
transformation partner to more than 700 clients, LTIMindtree brings extensive domain and technology expertise to help drive 
superior competitive differentiation, customer experiences, and business outcomes in a converging world. Powered by 84,000+ 
talented and entrepreneurial professionals across more than 30 countries, LTIMindtree — a Larsen & Toubro Group company — 
combines the industry-acclaimed strengths of erstwhile Larsen and Toubro Infotech and Mindtree in solving the most complex 
business challenges and delivering transformation at scale. For more information, please visit https://www.ltimindtree.com/

25% increase in 

dealer sales growth.

30% reduction in field 

operations administrative churn.

Increased dealer 

forecast accuracy.

Business Benefits


